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- 2,120 EPO Workers Sign Petition to the National Delegates, Who Can Put an End to EPO Abuses (But Repeatedly Fail to Do So) [3]
- [Meme] You Cannot Protest Because... [4]
- EPO Staff at The Hague Complains of New Pressure Tactics and Survey Shows Less than 10% Think Office Policies Serve the EPO's Interests [5]
- Links 24/06/2022: SLE 15 SP4 and Darkbar 1.0.1 [6]
- Links 24/06/2022: Mostly Political Catchup [7]
- IRC Proceedings: Thursday, June 23, 2022 [8]
- Links 24/06/2022: FidelityFX Free Software and a Look at PetaPi [9]
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